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Abstract
Government Procurement is an important measure by which the government can guide economic development direction,
protect and support national (or local) industry and implement macro-economic control. This paper analyzes corruption
and collusive behaviors in government procurement practice in a Game Theory perspective. First, using Willenbrock’s
bidding model to analyze the rent-seeking behavior in government procurement. Second, using game model to analyze
procurement officials’ corruption and collusive behavior. Third, using game model to analyze suppliers’ collusive
behavior. Finally, this paper proposes some corresponding solutions in each part based on game model analysis.
Key words: Government procurement, Corruption and collusive behaviors, Game Model
1. Introduction
Economic Man Hypothesis, whether in classical economics or in neoclassical economics, captures the characteristics of
individuals and enterprises in economic activities and has become the premise of all economic studies.
In government procurement activity, for suppliers, their behaviors fully consistent with Economic Man Hypothesis and
their activities include legitimate competition and bribery, rent-seeking and other illegal behaviors. For procurement
officials, after they meet the supervision from authorities and the public, they will use the remaining rights to positively
exchange currency in order to maximize their own utility. So, it is the characteristics of Economic Man that lead to
various corruption phenomena.
According to estimation by experts, in China, at present, the proportion of total amount of all rent-seeking on GNP has
reached 20%–40%, much higher than the two most corrupt countries in 1970s–India and Turkey–their proportions
respectively are 7.3% and 15%. This fact means that a third of material wealth produced by people across the country in
a year has become rent-seekers and corrupt officials’ income. Because China is being in a special economic transition
period when a large number of public ownership enterprises are transition to private ownership enterprises and planned
economy is transition to market economy, the rent-seeking phenomena, especially the power rent-seeking activities, are
more and more difficult to avoid. In government procurement, the rent-seeking, particularly “power rent-seeking”, has
been more alarming.
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In practice, there is a long principal-agent chain include five subjects: taxpayer, government, financial department,
specialized government procurement agency and procurement official. When principal and agent’s utility functions are
inconsistent, principal–procurement official–goes against government procurement laws or regulations, which will lead
to procurement collusive behavior. Besides, the severe asymmetric information can also lead to procurement collusive
behavior and the incomplete principal supervision and opportunism make principal-agent deviated in procurement
activity.
So, how to eliminate or reduce the probability of collusive behavior plays an important role in practical procurement
activity. The following three perspectives analysis are meaningful.
2. Game analysis on rent-seeking behavior
2.1 Theoretical model on rent-seeking behavior
Based on statements in “Introduction” section, author thinks reasonable system can be designed to solve rent-seeking
according to Economic Man Hypothesis. In government procurement practice, procurement officials will use their rights
to set rent, so suppliers’ rent-seeking behaviors have become the most common corruption form. Now, game analysis on
rent-seeking behavior is as following:
Author uses Willenbrock’s bidding model (proposed in 1973) to analyze the rent-seeking behavior in government
procurement (Yang Canming & Li Jingyou, 2004, pp. 41-50). This model thought various offer price levels xi mean
various action plans, the offer price given includes “win” and “non-win” ( 1 means “win”,  2 means “non-win”),
V ( xi ,  j )

means the final value when offer price is xi and  j happens whose probability is

p(  j ) ,

so suppliers’ offer

price should follow this constraint:
max[ p (  1 )V ( xi ,  1 )  p (  2 )V ( xi ,  2 )]

(2-1)

There are only “win” or “non-win” after giving offer price, so p( 1 )  p(  2 )  1 . We suppose suppliers don’t gain any
value when they fail, that is V ( xi ,  2 )  0 . So Equation (2-1) can be simplified as:
max[ p ( 1 )V ( xi , 1 )]

(2-2)

Therefore, when there is no rent-seeking, suppliers’ expected utility is:
EU N  p (  1 )V ( xi ,  1 )

(2-3)

For Equation (2-3), x is the equilibrium offer price which makes suppliers’ expected utility maximized. Its first-order
condition and second-order condition respectively are:

i

- p( 1 )V ( xi , 1 )  0 ;
- p (  1 )V ( xi ,  1 )  0 .
When there is rent-seeking, we also necessarily introduce other two variables. Suppose p m means the marginal
probability which is led by bribery and is more likely to win when rent-seeking and suppose C means rent-seeking cost,
so, now, suppliers’ offer price should follow this constraint:
max[( p( 1 )  p m )(V ( xi ,  1 )  C )  ( p(  2 )  p m )(C )]

(2-4)

Then, this time, when there is rent-seeking, suppliers’ expected utility is:
EU m  [( p (  1 )  p m )][(V ( xi ,  1 )  C ]  [( p (  2 )  p m ](C )

(2-5)

For Equation (2-5), xi is the equilibrium offer price which makes suppliers’ expected utility maximized. Its first-order
condition and second-order condition respectively are:
- [ p (  1 )  p m ]V ( x i ,  1 )  0 ;
- [ p (  1 )  p m ]V ( xi ,  1 )  0 .
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For procurement officials, we make four supposes as following:
- r means their benefit when integrity procurement and success and they will not be punished when they fail to
purchase.
- re means extra benefit when rent-seeking.
- Kre means punishment when their corruption behavior is found ( K means punishment coefficient).
- p E means exposure probability of their corruption behavior.
Therefore, when there is no rent-seeking, procurement officials’ expected utility is:
(2-6)

EU  r

When there is rent-seeking, procurement officials’ expected utility is:
(2-7)

EU E  (1  p E )(r  re )  p E ( Kre )

According to above analysis, we can provide following game matrix model whether suppliers and procurement officials
seek rent or not, the result is shown in Table 1.
<Table 1 about here>
In game matrix model, A-space means suppliers and procurement officials are in collusion. D-space means suppliers and
procurement officials are not in collusion. B-space means suppliers are collusive but procurement officials are not
collusive. Suppliers cannot gain collusive utility, so their utility is the same as D-space; for procurement official, because
suppliers are collusive, they will gain some benefits, that is some bribery, but less than the collusive utility in A-space.
C-space means suppliers are not collusive but procurement officials are collusive. At this time, suppliers will not gain
the project they want, which makes their utility is 0; but procurement officials can be collusive with other suppliers,
because of rent-seeking cost, their utility will be less than the utility in A-space.
But the optimal solution in Table 1 is uncertain. For procurement officials, their driving force of collusion comes from
EU E  EU , make
EU procurement officals  EU E  EU  (1  p E )(r  re )  p E ( Kre )  r

(2-8)

 re (1  p E  Kp E )  p E r

Based on Equation (2-8), the bigger K (punishment coefficient) and p E (exposure probability) are, the smaller
EU procurement officals is. So strengthening supervision and punishment is necessary.
For suppliers, their driving force comes from EU M  EU N , make
EU suppliers  EU M  EU N  [( p(1 )  p m )][V ( xi , 1 )  C ]  [( p(  2 )  p m )](C )
 p( 1 )V ( xi , 1 )

(2-9)

 p( 1 )[V ( xi , 1 )  V ( xi , 1 )]  p mV ( xi , 1 )  C[ p(1 )  p( 2 )]

As p (  1 )  p(  2 )  1 , Equation (2-9) is simplified:

EU suppliers  p( 1 )[V ( xi , 1 )  V ( xi , 1 )]  p mV ( xi , 1 )  C

(2-10)

For Equation (2-10), V ( x ,  1 )  V ( x ,  1 ) is decided by suppliers’ utility and difficult to control. But we can clearly
know that the smaller p m (marginal probability which is led by bribery) is and the bigger C (rent-seeking cost) is, the
smaller EU suppliers is.

i


i

So strengthening supervision (decrease pm ) and designing a reasonable remuneration mechanism (increase C ) are very
effective to prevent collusive behavior.
2.2 Practice measure
According to the game model analysis in 2.1, we can take two practice measures as following to eliminate or reduce the
probability of collusive behavior (rent-seeking):
(i) Strengthen supervision and punishment to eliminate or reduce the probability of rent-seeking;
(ii) Design reasonable a remuneration mechanism, at the same time, carry out centralized procurement to eliminate or
reduce the probability of rent-seeking.
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3. Game analysis on procurement officials’ collusive behavior
3.1 Theoretical model on procurement officials’ collusive behavior
Officials’ collective collusion is one of the results of rent-seeking behavior, now, game analysis on procurement officials’
collusive behavior is as following:
In officials’ collective collusion, decision-maker is in key position. We suppose procurement officials can gain total rent
R when they are collusive with suppliers, R1 is the income of decision-maker N1 , a number of collusive persons is n .
We also suppose the collusive persons will gain equal income, so the income belongs to the i th collusive person is
R  R1 .
n 1

Then, make p is the probability of successful collusion, Li is the loss of the i
the decision-maker’s expected utility is (Zou Jinwen, 2002, pp. 25-28):

th

collusive person who is revealed. So,
(3-1)

EU1  pR1  (1  p)(R1  L1 )

For other each collusive person, the probability of his successful collusion qi is not only related with p but also
with the confidence between him and other collusive persons except him, then, make q  p n 1  ,  ij is the i th
 ij
i
j

procurement official’s confidence to the
n 1



ij

  n 1

j

th

procurement official, at the same time, make each ij is equal, that is

. Therefore, the collusive person’s expected utility is (Zhang Derang, 2004, pp. 30-32):

j

EU i  p n 1

R  R1
R  R1
 (1  p n 1 )(
 Li )
n 1
n 1

(3-2)

In one-time collusion, the game matrix model of decision-maker and collusive persons is shown in Table 2.
<Table 2 about here>
A-space means decision-maker and collusive persons are in collusion. D-space means decision-maker and collusive
persons are not in collusion (don’t consider their integrity income). B-space means collusive persons don’t cooperate,
C-space means decision-maker doesn’t cooperate.
In Table 2, EU W means officials’ normal expected utility, which is general fixed wage.
3.2 Practice measure
According to the game model analysis in 3.1, we can take three practice measures as following to eliminate or reduce the
probability of procurement officials’ collusive behavior:
(i) Use high wage to stimulate integrity, at the same time, punishment must be severe enough. Because EU 1  EU W and
EU i  EU W are the necessary conditions which make procurement officials collusive, we should make EU 1  EU W and
EU i  EU W as far as possible and make EU W is as big as possible in order to eliminate or reduce the probability of
procurement officials’ collusion. According to Equation (3-1) and Equation (3-2), we know the bigger Li is, the smaller
EU 1 and EU i are, the better procurement behavior is.
(ii) Rights can not be too concentrated. According to EU i , a number of collusive persons should not be too many,
otherwise, n is too big, which makes EU i sharply reduce and collusion not easily form. So rights must be properly
distributed, that is n must be big enough.
(iii) Maintain the proper movement of persons within the section. In one-time collusion, the confidence among persons
is very important, if some persons work in the same section for a long time, interest groups are easy to form, which is
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conducive to collusion. When there are new persons in some section, confidence among persons will drastically reduce,
that is the smaller  is, the smaller EU 1 and EU i are. Now, one-time game is equivalent to “Prisoner Dilemma”, in
this condition, the result of one-time game tends to Nash Equilibrium, that is D-space shown in Table 2. Therefore,
Maintaining the proper movement of persons within the section is of very important practical significance to prevent
collective collusion.
4. Game analysis on suppliers’ collusive behavior
4.1 Theoretical model on suppliers’ collusive behavior
For suppliers’ collusion, if we are ready to analyze it in details, we must consider lots of factors. If like that, the analysis
will be very complex, so we will only make general analysis.
In suppliers’ collusion, there must be a organizer, suppose he is N1 . And other suppliers are participants, suppose they
are N i , a number of whom are n  1 . We also suppose the available profit of normal procurement project is R and the
collusive profit of organizer is R ( R  R ) when suppliers are in collusion. p is the probability suppliers can gain the
procurement project under the free-competition conditions (suppose each p is equal). Therefore, when suppliers are
not in collusion, the organizer and other suppliers’ expected utility respectively are:
E N1  pR

(4-1)

E N i  pR

(4-2)

E N1 means the organizer’s ( N1 ) expected utility when he is not in collusion, E Ni means other suppliers’ ( N i )
expected utility when they are not in collusion.
We suppose q is the probability of suppliers’ successful collusion, similar to 3.1, q is related with the confidence
among suppliers, suppose the confidence is



and each



n

is equal, so q     n ,
 ij

 ij

is the i th supplier’s

j

confidence to the j

th

supplier.

If the collusion is successful, the organizer will gain procurement project and gain collusive profit R  . We suppose
organizer’s collusive cost is C , that is the benefit which the organizer provides to other collusive suppliers. Therefore,
when organizer is in collusion, his expected utility is:
n 1

Eˆ N1  R (1  p )  ij  C  R (1  p ) n 1  C

(4-3)

j

For other collusive suppliers, they don’t gain the procurement project, but they will gain the benefit which the organizer
provides. We suppose other collusive suppliers’ collusive benefit is equal, so their expected utility is:
n 1
C
C
Eˆ N i 
(1  p )  ij 
(1  p ) n 1
n 1
n 1
j

(4-4)

The game matrix model of organizer and other collusive suppliers is shown in Table 3.
<Table 3 about here>
A-space means organizer and other suppliers are in collusion. D-space means organizer and other suppliers are not in
collusion, at this time, their expected utility is the utility under the free-competition conditions. C-space means organizer
is not in collusion but other suppliers are in collusion, at this time, because of betrayal of the organizer, he can gain the
procurement project at a lower price; other collusive suppliers’ expected utilities are all zero. B-space means organizer is
in collusion but other suppliers are not in collusion, at this time, because of betrayal of other collusive suppliers, the
organizer cannot gain the procurement project and his expected utility is zero; but other collusive suppliers cannot
guarantee that they all don’t betray each other, so their expected utility is equivalent to the utility under the
free-competition conditions.
For the theoretical model, D-space is Nash Equilibrium; but in the actual bid, because of infighting among suppliers, the
confidence among them is very low. The organizer is fear of other collusive suppliers’ betrayal, which makes him fall
into B-space, so he is most likely to betray firstly. Similarly, each collusive supplier is also fear of organizer’s betrayal,
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which makes them fall into C-space, so they are most likely to betray firstly. Therefore, in “Prisoner Dilemma” like this,
D-space is the best equilibrium, that is all suppliers are not in collusion.
However, the possibility of collusion still exists. For organizer, his driving force of collusion comes from Eˆ N  E N ; for
other collusive suppliers, their driving force comes from Eˆ N  E N . Make
1

i

1

i

E N1  Eˆ N1  E N1  R (1  p ) n 1  C  pR   p( R  n 1  R)  R  n 1  C

(4-5)

C
C n 1
C n 1
E N i  Eˆ N i  E N i 
(1  p ) n 1  pR   p (
  R) 

n 1
n 1
n 1

(4-6)

When E N  0 and E N  0 , the collusion is likely to happen. Now, we make E N  0 and E N  0 , so,
1
1
i
i
according to Equation (4-5) and Equation (4-6), we can see C as a function of p , that is:

E N1  0  C   p ( R  n 1  R )  R  n 1
E N i  0  C 

p (n  1) R

1  p  n 1

(4-7)
(4-8)

We can draw function graph based on Function (4-7) and Function (4-8), it is shown in Figure 1.
<Figure 1 about here>
In Figure 1, E N is the function graph of Function (4-7) and E N is the function graph of Function (4-8).
1
i
According to Linear Programming, there are E N  0 and E N  0 in area of crooked triangle OST, which is the
1
i
collusive area. Suppliers’ collusion happens in area where the probability p is lower, that is collusion will possibly
happen when suppliers generally consider the probability of their winning is lower under the free-competition
conditions.
As suppliers’ winning confidence is increasing under the free-competition conditions and the cost which organizer is
willing to provide is smaller and smaller but the “benefits” which collusive participants want to gain is more and more,
the collusion among suppliers is less and less likely to happen (there is more and more chance to escape from the area of
crooked triangle OST).

4.2 Practice measure
According to the game model analysis in 4.1, we can take two practice measures as following to eliminate or reduce the
probability of suppliers’ collusive behavior:
(i) Create an open competitive environment to the greatest extent.
(ii) Pay attention to the appropriate confidentiality and security measures. Under the free-competition conditions, each
supplier’s establishment of his own winning probability will not be too low, therefore, the probability of the collusion
among many similar strength suppliers is lower and lower, which is very practical significance to maintain a appropriate
bid scale and confidentiality of commercial information.
5. Conclusion
This paper analyzes three collusive behaviors in government procurement in a game theory perspective. Firstly, this
paper uses Willenbrock’s bidding model to analyze the rent-seeking behavior in government procurement, whose result
is: strengthening supervision and punishment, at the same time, designing reasonable payment mechanism and carrying
out centralized procurement can eliminate or reduce the probability of collusive behavior (rent-seeking). Secondly, this
paper analyzes procurement officials’ collusion behaviors in government procurement, whose results are: (i) using high
wage can stimulate integrity, at the same time, punishment must be severe enough; (ii) rights can not be too concentrated;
(iii) it is a must to maintain the proper movement of persons within the section. Thirdly, this paper analyzes suppliers’
collusion behaviors in government procurement, whose results are: (i) to create an open competitive environment to the
greatest extent; (ii) to maintain a appropriate bid scale and pay attention to the appropriate confidentiality and security
measures.
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Table1. Game matrix model about suppliers and procurement officials
Procurement officials

Suppliers

Collusion

Non-collusion

A

B

EU m , EU E

EU N , less than EU E

C

D

0, less than EU E

EU N , EU

Collusion
Non-collusion

Table 2. Game matrix model about decision-maker and collusive persons in procurement officials
Collusive persons

Decision-maker

Collusion

Non-collusion

A

B

EU 1 , EU i

Less than EU 1 , EU W

C

D

EU W , less than EU i

EU S , EU W

Cooperation

Non-cooperation

Table 3. Game matrix model about organizer and collusive persons in suppliers
Collusive persons

Organizer

Cooperation

Collusion

Non-collusion

A

B

Eˆ N1 , Ê N

Non-cooperation

0, E N

i

i

C

D

E N1 , 0

E N1 , E N i

C

E N i

S

T
O

1

p

E N1
Figure 1. The function graph (C – p Graph)
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